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Will the World Stop?
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Lolita Dutta, 
Editor-UID 

In many ways normalcy of the world has 
stopped for a lot of people. No one is getting 
dressed to go to work anymore, students 
keep texting to ask when the classes will 
start? No matter how much we may think of 
engaging them online, they want the fun of a 
classroom, want peer interaction, want to look 
disdainfully at teachers, but most of all every-
one wants no distancing.

Will we become a dehumanised society? No 
answer.  Can we continue to live like this? No 
answer. When will we enjoy running beneath 
the azure skies, and will lovers ever sit 
beneath starlit skies? No one has any answers. 

In the last couple of weeks, many of us were 
involved in doing our semester 8 final juries. 
While we were very proud of the fact that in 
almost a seamless manner Zoom took us 
through reviews and online interaction, with 
some outstanding work done by many 
students, the students felt cheated. They 
wanted to sit face to face, wanted all to have a 
tactile experience, and missed the nail-biting 
stress of waiting with their friends outside, 
missed sharing the relief of a project well 
done. As one student told me over zoom in a 
choked voice, “Ma’am, we have not been able 
to say bye to our friends and batch mates, and 
we wanted to thank all our faculty and shake 
their hands”. I felt equally sad when many 
waved to me with tears in their eyes on a 
screen. 

World over people grapple with emotions, trying 
to come to terms with new norms and to deal 
with their inner feelings which cannot be 
expressed freely. We are all on the threshold of 
re-imagining, re-inventing and re-aligning, as if in 
some surreal sci – fi film. Images juxtaposed as 
thoughts as some jumbled pieces of a jigsaw. No 
one is getting a complete picture.

Yet, the resilient human mind forges ahead, wait-
ing for that new dawn, hoping the world will not 
decrease its revolution. Hoping against hope that 
we as a race will once again begin to feel cohe-
sive.

As for me, I feel I am aligned to the lyrics of an old 
song, a rendition by Susan Rayes, “stop the world 
and let me off … I am tired of spinning round and 
round.”
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Three Wise Monkeys

Bhavi Shah, B.Des LSA Semester VIII, UID

My dad always says, “Never have NO for an 
answer when it comes to working, do every-
thing that you’re asked to even if it seems 
impossible for you to achieve, even if some-
times you don’t feel like it or even if it's just a 
choice. Do it wholeheartedly and give it your 
hundred percent, you never know how it turns 
out for you and if nothing, you will surely learn 
something.”

Hello! I am Bhavi Shah, from Lifestyle Accesso-
ry Design Department, semester 8. I took my 
dad’s advice and it sure landed me with an 
opportunity I had never dreamt of. I was doing 
my Graduation Project with Arnaya, a constitu-
ent company of Trivedi Group. I joined the 
company with the intention of learning and 
gaining experience with something I had not 
learnt in college. The company deals with 
marble and it was altogether a new domain for 
me to explore.

The owner of the company, Mr. Kiran Trivedi was 
kind enough to take interest in an intern’s work 
and one fine day, asked to see my portfolio. 
Seeing a few projects where I worked with clay, 
he instantly asked me if I could help the artisan 
cast the 3 Wise Monkeys in clay. Without even 
knowing the purpose of this project, I said a yes. 
The same day, I started working with the artisan 
and it took me around three hours to finish the 
models. Next day, being happy with the work, I 
was handed over the project under his supervi-
sion and was given the brief that the memento 
was to be presented to the President of the USA 
by the Prime Minister of India on his visit to 
Ahmedabad, India on 24th February 2020. I did 
not quite take it seriously initially and thought it 
must be a backup option. Nevertheless, it was 
supposed to be delivered in two days and thus 
started the hustle.

Bhavi Shah student of Lifestyle accessory department, UID(Gandhinagar) working on initial 

mock model for momento in Clay; Image credit- Bhavi Shah

Final artwork 3D scanned, marble cut on CNC machine, details manually 

carved, polished and assembled to perfection. It was manufactured by 

Trivedi Corporation; Image credit- Bhavi Shah
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From the 3D scanning of the clay models, 
selection of the stones, CNC cutting, manual 
detailing and carving, designing the pedestal, 
sizing, polishing to assembling, the entire 
team was on their toes for the next two days. 
We delivered the memento at the Sabarmati 
Ashram with not many hopes of it being 
presented to the President of USA, due to a 
change in his schedule.

Surviving the Monday blues, I was casually 
working on my graduation project at the office 
when my phone started beeping with a stream 
of messages from my parents and family to 
see the news on the television. The picture and 

and video of Mr. Narendra Modi presenting the 
memento, Gandhiji’s 3 Wise Monkeys to Mr. 
Donald Trump and the First Lady, Melania Trump 
surfaced on the television and the internet. 
Seeing your hard work is appreciated and that 
too by the most powerful man in the world, 
definitely feels good.

Hon'ble Mr. PM Modi gifting Mahatma Gandhi's iconic 'Three Wise Monkeys' momento to 
Hon'ble US President, Mr. Donald Trump  Donald Trump during Sabarmati Ashram visit; 

Image credit- rediff.com

The knowledge I acquired at UID gave me confi-
dence in my skills and helped me bag this oppor-
tunity. It gave me a tiny sense of accomplishment 
even though this is just the beginning and there is 
yet a long way to go.

Truly said, opportunities knock when you least 
expect it and this was definitely one of those.

Final artwork 3D scanned, marble cut on CNC machine, details manually carved, polished 

and assembled to perfection. It was manufactured by Trivedi Corporation; Image credit- 

Bhavi Shah

Karigar doing further finishing of the Marble model; Image credit- Bhavi Shah.



Role Of Technology During 
Covid-19 Pandemic
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Sharad Shetty, Assistant Professor, School of Industrial Design, UID

post-crisis.

As we all know the best way to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 is to stay home, practice social distancing, 
wash hands often, cover one’s mouth et al. But above all 
early detection of symptoms and quarantine of that 
individual is most important to prevent the seemingly 
relentless spread of this virus.

Here is a list of few ‘day to day’ technologies which can 
be used to prevent the spread of viruses further.

1) Automatic hand sanitizer:

As per research, the COVID-19 virus can survive on plastic and metallic surfaces for up to 72 hours. 
So use of sanitizers is now a must for every organization, shops and other public places. With this 
problem came a solution in terms of automating this process wherein people don't have to touch 
the sanitizer bottle. So here we can use an ultrasonic sensor, controller along with a pump and a 
container for sanitizer. So the working of this product will be like the person will keep his hand in 
front of the product, the ultrasonic sensor will detect that, the pump will turn on and will dispense 
the sanitizer. 

2) Fruits and vegetable purifier:

This is the major concern for all the families during this pandemic- are the fruit and vegetables 
bought by them virus free? The technological solution for this is called Ozone disinfection technolo-
gy. So a product can be made using this wherein we have to use an ozone generator module along 
with a small DC fan. The DC fan will pass this ozone through a tube into the water where fruit and 
vegetables are placed as research shows that the presence of ozone molecules in water can act as 

3) Use of UV lights in Buses and train:

UV lights in sufficient quantity can kill viruses from plastic and metal surface. Japan and China have 
already started using this technology for their local trains wherein a product emits deep UV rays for 
few seconds neutralizing any viruses within its coverage area. 

4) Mobile Applications:

Use of mobile phone itself can be very useful like Indian government implemented an app named 
“AarogyaSetu” which uses GPS as well as Bluetooth to track and notify the user if a covid-19 posi-
tive person is nearby or if she/he has entered an area where cases of covid-19 have been reported. 

5) Automatic temperature checking Box:

Elevated body temperature is one of the symptoms of COVID-19 infection. Currently government 
and other allied organizations have an individual person checking the temperature using a laser 
based digital thermometer. But this increases the risk of one person getting in contact with many 
and the chances of transfer of COVID are still a high possibility. So to avoid that we can come up 
with an automatic temperature reading box where a person will step in and within seconds her/ his 
temperature will be notified simply with a red-green light flash system, red signifying elevated 
temperature and green signifying normal. 
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Investing In Personal 
Skills Never Goes Vain

Poorvi Shukla, Sem 6, Lifestyle Accessories Department, UID

Unlike earlier we have a lot of time to follow 
our passion other than academics, be it read-
ing, writing, dancing, doing yoga, cooking or 
anything that gets lost in our busy schedules. 
It is the perfect time to develop our skills! 
Well, we all have got an opportunity to get 
away from other works temporarily and give 
time to ourselves. We have myriads of options 
with us to work on ourselves and understand 
the values and goals of our life. The way we 
invest in personal skills won’t go in vain.

Mine has always been doodling and maintaining a 
visual diary of my own where I document all the 
important and memorable events of my life 
through doodles and sketches. Be it sketching 
funny caricatures, something best happened to 
me in the day or things I wish to cherish forever 
from my college days. This is the time that I've 
been focusing a lot more on it and trying different 
mediums in it which has done much to ameliorate 
this situation of Pandemic.

Illustrated by Poorvi Shukla.
Medium used: Fine liner Pen  and watercolours.



85 Days Of Lockdown 
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I was sitting outside the G-Block at UID and planning an exhibition with my students while checking 
the news every couple of hours. Checking the news literally went from once every couple of hours 
to once every 30 mins to finally once never. As I not-so-fondly remember that bright sunday after-
noon when I and Rahul (my colleague) were making plans about how the exhibition is going to look 
like, how do we get the job done and be on time when suddenly that ominous text message of the 
college shutdown came. It was the 15th of March, 2020. It has been 85 days since.

Abhrojit Boral, Assistant Professor, Visual Communication, UID

This is a representation of what I feel and do. Let me just come out in the open and say this- I do not listen to music while working. Instead I listen to audio stories. 
I am more comfortable choosing the right colours if I know that Sherlock is sitting beside me. This set of pictures has been taken of my favourite places inside 
my house and I have related to the various fictional characters that have made an impact on me during this lockdown.
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I could relate this to the scene where the death eaters started disappearing when it was revealed 
that Harry did not die in the last part of Deathly Hallows. There were shouts of joy for some (who 
wanted to go home) while cries of despair for others (who understood that an excellent exhibition 
opportunity has been missed & a lot of hard work will go down as unnoticed ). For me it was a fresh 
bout of oncoming retarded loneliness. When you are standing in a crowded local train and your only 
motto is 'To do or die' you can't help but feel jealous of the guy who got the coveted seat beside the 
window. I went through a similar journey in the last 65 days, from feeling jealous of my landlord 
because he had a car and can go out easily to feeling jealous of my parents because they got regular 
supplies of meat and fresh vegetables. From having to decide between 'Moong dal' or 'masoor dal' 
& fried or mashed potato for dinner to bouts of hatred, distress and anger with my relationship prob-
lems hitting an iceberg- the lockdown made me relook at my thoughts, actions and consequences. 
Most importantly it has taught me the importance of a face to face interaction. In simpler words, I am 
tired of this new ‘update’- from life to life.com

It took me almost 3 months to pen this down and as I type I am still living this. Probably now I am so 
used to this that i can't think of a life beyond this. The only time I am out of these four walls is when 
I am playing cricket in the late afternoon? Trust me, I feel for the big boss contestants now. As the 
road outside looks like a warzone I question design that I knew of and design thinking that I thought 
was right. Over all these days of household monotony and near warfoot pace and intensity of work 
I realized that my design sensibilities are evolving. From the choice of colours to the choice of words 
everything has changed. Design is becoming more wholesome & inclusive. I started combining 
photographs and narratives in myriad ways to create an outcome. Understanding the end user is the 
most important thing now. And creating such photographic narratives is a very potent tool to do so. 
While most of the time it remains the means, sometimes this powerful means becomes the end itself.

I discovered that we live in a state of dependency in the house i.e. interdependency. Daily chores 
when done daily can become quite monotonous and boring. So yes we got together, we fought, 
threw things and tantrums at each other, cried, missed home, didn't feel like cooking or cleaning 
everyday but could not live without each other. I do not think I can live without love, pampering & 
care. Talking to a human being, for me, is as important as drinking water.



Co-‘vid’ – ‘ To Reason 
Upon’ Collaboratively
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Vivek Karmokar, HOD Foundation Department, UID

Unlike earlier we have a lot of time to follow 
our passion other than academics, be it read-
ing, writing, dancing, doing yoga, cooking or 
anything that gets lost in our busy schedules. 
It is the perfect time to develop our skills! 
Well, we all have got an opportunity to get 
away from other works temporarily and give 
time to ourselves. We have myriads of options 
with us to work on ourselves and understand 
the values and goals of our life. The way we 
invest in personal skills won’t go in vain.

In any case, there exists a gullible perspective 
on the connection among teaching and learn-
ing. Albeit, an educator could introduce mate-
rial clearly and effectively to understudies 
who hold tight every word and still have the 
students learn nothing significant. We all have 
learnt things, which were not explicitly taught 
to us, thus, we often realize that students too 
learn a lot by themselves, even that they are 
not explicitly taught. Even though teachers 
may think that students have learnt what was 
poured into them, they often learnt something 
quite different.  Thus, there are things that can 
be learnt without being taught and things that 
can be taught without being learnt. So, the 
question then is “can anything be taught”? Or 
is it that nothing worth learning can be taught. 

Learning is a creative process, like an act of 
discovery. What the teacher does has an influ-
ence on what is learned. This influence neither 
can be easily described, nor can be quantified. 
Considering, learning is, in some sense poten-
tially infinite and what is taught is finite, then 
in that case, what is learned goes beyond 

what is taught. Which implies that what is learned, 
greatly depends on the student and the contribu-
tion of the student is considerably more import-
ant than that of the teacher. 

Most design educators are skeptical that design 
subjects could be delivered fully online. It arises 
from design’s iterative process based, f-2-f feed-
back and dialogical approach to teaching and 
learning. It is also due to its studio culture, action 
and reflection, project based, hands- on activities 
as its core pedagogy. Interestingly though, having 
thrown off guard, to teach online, helped us to 
pinpoint which aspects of the studio environment 
could be translated into successful online learning 
experience. While we observed that majority of 
the students attended and liked the online learn-
ing experience, despite experiencing unprece-
dented times, students also had a difficult time 
understanding the iterative process of design 
while presenting design assignments and proj-
ects. The positives were flexibility of online deliv-
ery, students getting to create their own study 
schedules, learn and complete assignments at 
their own pace, focus on the learning, especially 
when modules were well designed, organized and 
presented well. Faculty, obviously with the experi-
ence so far in conducting f-2-f sessions felt that 
they missed facial/ body language/ non-verbal 
communication/ dynamic peer interaction/ collab-
oration and teamwork, which demonstrate 
student comprehension of subject. 

In certain context, online design education is possi-
ble and does produce positive results, like the 
introductory design subjects based on projects 
that can be created digitally with design software. 
However, it may not be suitable for a course, 
which requires the creation of a physical object, 
coordinated effort with collaboration and team-
work. Since we are all in it, we have to investigate, 
learn by doing and perceive how advanced innova-
tion in digital technology keeps on reshaping the 
manner in which higher education design disci-
pline subjects are taught. 
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RETHINKING CRAFT 

Rohini Jayashankar , B.Des, Sem 4, School of Interior Design, UID

Infusion of Channapatna wood craft in Design Projects

INTRODUCTION TO THE CRAFT:

The Channapatna wood craft is world 
renowned for being classy, earthy, child and 
environment friendly. Channapatna wood-craft 
toys are a particular form of wooden toys that 
are manufactured in the town of Channapatna, 
(known as Chandapura in the earlier times) in 
Ramanagara, Karnataka, India. This traditional 
craft is protected as a geographical indication 
(GI) under the World Trade Organization and is 
administered by the Government of Karnataka 
which highlights Karnataka’s culture and tradi-
tion. Channapatna toys are made of wood and 
vegetable dyes and are safe to be used unlike 

most of the toys available in the market. The colours used are organic and made with lac chips (shel-
lac).  They are 100% environment and child friendly.

CONCEPT OF THE WORK:

To showcase Channapatna wood craft to accen-
tuate the craft element in the Studio Project–De-
signing Interiors for a Restaurant. Following are 
few ideations made, for this project, where 
Channapatna craft has been infused to blend 
with the interiors.

    Imitating : Colours  & Shape of the Channapat-
na Toys

Channapatna wood craft is all about bright 
colours with bright aquamarine and red colours 
used to break the monotony. Located on the 
first floor of the restaurant in the design project, 
the bookshelf assumes immediate prominence. 
The bookshelf has a wooden globe in the center 
and has orange-yellow wood shelves around it.
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  Translating:  Beads of different colours as 
Décor elements 

Channapatna bead diamond has been used as a 
décor element on the Order counters. The 
diamond has been designed with precision and

      Celebrating: A Niche for the Craft 

A space for kids to play with toys made out of 
Channapatna woodcraft. With the techno 
games and plastic toys in and around the 
kiddies, this will be a different kind of retreat 
zone, to indulge with The  Channapatna Toys; 
traditional rocking horses and other various 
specialty toys for the children to unwind and 
have fun.

effort. Each bead has been individually strung onto
 a wire. The beads have the traditional Channapatna colours of orange, green and purple

Instagram ID: @nonironi_1615         
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Few 100 Steps- Auroville

Kishori Dalwadi, Assistant Director, School of Interior Design, UID

  

Auroville-Maître Mandir, envisioned by The 
Mother of Sri Aurobindo Ashram, is ‘the soul of 
the city’. The golden geodesic dome is a master 
piece and an experience in itself. But, interesting 
is the path to roll down through the ‘peace area’, 
where you come across “humane kind of trees, 
which makes you walk along to reach the 
destined dome. Here we start rejuvenating in the 
spirit of almighty with the creator’s own sculptur-
al abstracts around conveying the message of 
love, care and faith.

Bonding together- love  and care

12 petals and the Golden Dome
Through dry landscape -a glimpse of the golden globe

Canopy of  trees- sub branching to covering a world in itself
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Bonding together- love  and care

Auroville is best experienced walking. It isn’t 
just a reflection human ingenuity in terms of 
architecture and planning but also a testa-
ment of the human capability of love and 
respect towards nature when it is combined 
with a spirituality stemming from natural 
wisdom. This small pictorial piece is to remi-
nisce about our trip to this one of a kind 
place with the 2016-20 cohort of School of 
Interior Design as the students wrap up their 
final graduation projects. They have shown 
much resolve and determination along with a 
spirit of positivity to accomplish this despite 
these trying times and circumstances. The 
very best of wishes to our latest batch of 
graduating students!

Another, very interesting element in and around Auroville is the ‘Threshold with flower rangoli’. It is a wonderful illustra-
tion of sacred geometry with different shades and types of flowers. 
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Rangmanch

Shreya Sharma, B. Des Fashion Design Semester VIII, UID
  

We, Mansi Agarwal, Shreya Sharma and 
Poojari Rajashekhar participated in Vogue 
Mood Indigo, Asia’s largest cultural fest orga-
nized by IIT Mumbai.    

The process started with brainstorming the 
theme for our collection to actually coming up 
with the range of garments. This journey has 
been a roller coaster of tears and laughter 
shared by our whole team of designers, men-
tors, models, choreographer and photogra-
phers from across all departments of UID. 
Each participant in the team has worked extra 

hours and pushed his/her boundaries to make it 
happen. We have all gone through the Fashion 
Show rehearsals in the campus of UID to present 
the final show in the campus of IIT Bombay 
together and that is the spirit of teamwork that 
made it possible. We present our heartfelt grati-
tude to the whole team, our mentors, Anahita 
Suri and Ranjan Kumar of Fashion design depart-
ment, who pushed and guided us in the right 
direction and our dear friends who never took a 
step back to motivate us at every stage. This com-
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petition was not just a competition but a 
bundle of experiences that helped us grow as 
an individual and as a designer. 

CONCEPT NOTE:

‘Rangmanch’ is a collection of transformative 
garments that seek attention by creating 
suspense and curiosity through the concept of 
drama - and its dual faces comedy and trage-
dy- to portray the theme of ‘Unity in Duality’. 
Drama portrays life which is a mixture of emo-
tions - both comic and tragic. These garments 
recreate and interpret ideas for these emo-
tions. The pleasant, happy, comfortable and 
joyful emotions of comedy are represented by 
tints of red, blue and yellow whereas the 
tragic emotions of pain, sorrow and distress 
are represented by shades of red, blue and 
yellow. Ombre dyeing is used to show the vary-
ing intensity of these emotions. Marbling 
effect is used to depict the indefinite shape 
and form and the blend of emotions- creating 
‘Rangmanch’.

Photo Credits: Archit Gite & Abhinav Menon.

Photo Credits: Archit Gite & Abhinav Menon.
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Educational Trip Of LSA

Maria Khorakhiwala, B. Des Sem 6, LSA, UID
  

Lifestyle Accessory Design department takes 
pride in encompassing all different segments 
and fields of design. Material handling and 
understanding has been an important part of 
learning in this field. Leather holds a big 
segment in this area of design. Thus, to under-
stand the material and the industrial aspects 
of it, a trip was planned to IILF- India Interna-
tional Leather Fair, Chennai and an industrial 
visit to Hidesign in Puducherry from 1st Febru-
ary to 4th February 2019. 

IILF enlightened me about Leather as a materi-
al, the chemicals that are used for different 
purposes, the types of machinery that are 
available to process leather and also the tech-
nological advancement that has been under-
taken. At IILF, we learned how the footwear 
industry works and the know- how of 
mass-producing footwear. It allowed us to 
interact with manufacturers, suppliers and 
retailers from all over the globe dealing with 
leather, fur, chemicals, footwear, machinery, 
hardware and even Institutes offering courses 
in this segment. Hidesign was an eye-opener 
as well as an add on to our visit to IILF. The 
knowledge acquired there was applied in 

context with the type of industry Hidesign caters 
to. We toured across the manufacturing unit, 
where we were explained about the process step 
by step, taking us to different departments and 
sharing knowledge on the same.

Photographed by Student of Lifestyle accessory 
department, Maria Bipin( Semester-6)

We also visited the studio of Rakhee Kane and 
Mahabalipuram. Rakhee Kane, a Ceramic artist, 
sculptor and painter, inspired us to pursue our 
dreams and strive to achieve them, even if they 
seem farfetched. Her mother was a stream of 
freshness who had just started her career in 
ceramics with the support of her daughter, 
Rakhee Kane.

On our way to Pondicherry, we halted for a visit 
to Mahabalipuram, a historic site with sculptures 
and caves from the Pallava dynasty, dating back 
to 7th and 8th Century. Its sculpture of Arjuna’s 
Penance and the famous Rock that wouldn’t fall 
are major attractions. All temples and sculptures 
here are monolithic.
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Our time in Pondicherry was well spent touring 
around the city, enjoying beach time with pleas-
ant sunrises and sunsets, and experiencing peace 
at the Mahatma Mandir in Auroville. We also had 
the opportunity to visit an exhibition which was 
happening at the same time in Pondicherry- 
'Made In Pondy'- explored the crafts there.
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